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Duis mattis, nibh eu tempor pharetra, felis 
ante pretium enim, et scelerisque ante 
lorem convallis enim. Suspendisse lacinia 
urna id mi malesuada, quis congue eros 
vestibulum. Nulla facilisi. 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit. Nulla vitae ligula lacus. 
Suspendisse et leo ultrices, euismod massa 
sit amet, volutpat quam. Nulla pretium 
metus semper enim iaculis lacinia. Duis ac 
nisi nec urna faucibus pulvinar. Aenean in 
magna vitae massa eleifend venenatis id 
eget diam. Integer non turpis justo.

Phasellus placerat, magna at sollicitudin 
elementum, nulla diam fringilla lorem, a 
faucibus justo mauris eget sapien. Nullam 
quis lacus quis augue accumsan fringilla eu 
at nisl. Maecenas imperdiet, diam sit amet 
eleifend cursus, dui ligula blandit tellus, quis 
porta neque lorem in ipsum. Sed justo 
augue, imperdiet sed elit ut, placerat mattis 
sapien.
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Standard Operators and Sensors take up a full worker slot for the entire 
time they are running (even if they are idle).

Sensors have two types of mode: poke and reschedule.

Standard Operators
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poke

The sensor takes up a worker 
slot for its entire runtime; this 
mode is best if you expect a 
short runtime for the sensor.

reschedule

The sensor takes up a worker 
slot only when it is checking, 
and sleeps for a set duration 
between checks; this mode is 

best if you expect a long runtime 
for the sensor, because it is less 
resource intensive and frees up 

workers for other tasks.



Traditional way
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Introduction to deferrable operator

Operator with ability to suspend itself and free up the worker  
when it knows it has to wait, and hand off the job of resuming it 
to a Trigger 



● (Save your dollars :p) Massive resource savings on long-running operators (e.g. 
Spark, S3 Sensors)

● Deferrable Operator framework released in Airflow 2.2

Why - Deferrable Operator and sensors?
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Conducted an experiment to measure impact of 
using deferred/async sensors via a triggerer 
compared to regular sensors that occupy a slot 
while running.



BenchMark

Conducted an experiment to measure the impact of using deferred/async sensors via a triggerer compared 
to regular sensors that occupy a slot while running. Our hypothesis was that we will observe lower slot 
consumption on deferred/async sensors.

Metrics used: The total number of minutes a task spends running on a worker, summed over all tasks (slot 
usage seconds)





The Trigger

● Small, asynchronous 
Python function that 
quickly and continuously 
evaluates a given 
condition.

● Thousands of Triggers can 
be run at once in a single 
process(Triggerer).

The Trigger and the Triggerer
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The Triggerer 

● This is a new airflow service (like a 
scheduler or a worker) that runs 
an asyncio event loop in your 
Airflow environment. Running a 
triggerer is essential for using 
deferrable operators.

● Responsible for running Triggers 
and signaling tasks to resume 
when their conditions have been 
met.

● Designed to be highly-available.

https://docs.python.org/3/library/asyncio-eventloop.html#asyncio-event-loop


asyncio

● This Python library is used 
as a foundation for 
multiple asynchronous 
frameworks. 

● It’s core to deferrable 
operator's functionality, 
and is used when writing 
triggers.

New terms

Deferred
● This is a new Airflow task 

state (medium purple 
color) introduced to 
indicate that a task has 
paused its execution, 
released the worker slot, 
and submitted a trigger to 
be picked up by the 
triggerer process.



The process for running a task using a deferrable operator:

How it works

Running state

The Task is picked up 
by a Worker

        Deferred state

The task defines a 
Trigger and defers 

the function of 
checking on some 
condition to the 

Triggerer

     The Triggerer

The Triggerer runs 
the task's Trigger 

periodically to 
check whether the 
condition has been 

met

       Queued state

Once the Trigger 
condition succeeds, 

the task is again 
queued by the 

Scheduler



How it works
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Writing deferrable operator
Writing a deferrable operator takes a bit more work. There are some main points to consider:

● Deferrable Operators & Triggers rely on more recent asyncio features, and as a result only work on Python 3.7 or higher.

● Ensure your Airflow installation is running at least one triggerer process, as well as the normal scheduler.

● Your Operator must defer itself with a Trigger. If there is a Trigger in core Airflow you can use, great; otherwise, you will have to 

write one.

● Your Operator will be stopped and removed from its worker while deferred, and no state will persist automatically. You can 

persist state by asking Airflow to resume you at a certain method or pass certain kwargs, but that's it.

● You can defer multiple times, and you can defer before/after your Operator does significant work, or only defer if certain 

conditions are met (e.g. a system does not have an immediate answer). Deferral is entirely under your control.

● Any Operator can defer; no special marking on its class is needed, and it's not limited to Sensors.

● No sync operations inside the triggers

● Writing a async hook that the operator will use



Structure of Deferrable Operator



Writing Trigger
A Trigger is written as a class that inherits from BaseTrigger, and implements three methods:

● __init__, to receive arguments from Operators instantiating it

● run, an asynchronous method that runs its logic and yields one or more TriggerEvent instances as an asynchronous 

generator

● serialize, which returns the information needed to re-construct this trigger, as a tuple of the classpath, and keyword 

arguments to pass to __init__



Hooks
● Operators rely heavily upon Hooks to interact with all of their source and destination systems.

● Hooks provide an interface in which to interact with an external system, but do not contain the logic for how that system is interacted 

with. 

● Writing a async hook that the operator will use



Demo of deferrable S3KeySensorAsync



Considerations while writing Async or Deferrable 
Operator

● Deferrable Operators & Triggers rely on more recent asyncio features, and as a result only work on Python 3.7 or higher.

● Any Deferrable Operator implementation needs the API used to give you a unique identifier in order to poll for the status in the 

Trigger. This does not affect creating an async Sensor as "sensors" are just poll-based whereas "Operators" are "Submit + Poll" 

operation. For example in the below code snippet, the Google BigQuery API returns a job_id using which we can track the status of 

the job execution from the Trigger.



Considerations while writing Async or Deferrable 
Operator [continued]

● See if the official library supports async, if not find a third-party library that supports async calls. For example, pip install 

apache-airflow-providers-snowflake also installs snowflake-connector-python which officially support async calls to execute the 

queries. So it is used directly to implement deferrable operators for Snowflake. But many providers don't come with official support 

for async like Amazon. If not some research to find the right third-party library that support calls is important. In case of Amazon, we 

use aiobotocore for Async client for amazon services using botocore and aiohttp/asyncio.

● Inheriting the sync version of the operator wherever possible so boilerplate code can be avoided while keeping consistency. And then 

replacing the logic of the execute method.

● Logging: Passing the Status of the task from Trigger to the Operator or Sensors so the logs show up in the Task Logs since Triggerer 

logs don’t make it to Task Logs

https://github.com/aio-libs/aiobotocore


Some common Pitfalls
● From Operator we cannot pass a class object to Trigger because serialize method will only support JSON-serializable values. It 

will be serialized into the database.
● At times the async implementation might require to call the synchronous function. We use asgiref sync_to_async function wrappers 

for this. sync_to_async lets async code call a synchronous function, which is run in a threadpool and control returned to the async 

coroutine when the synchronous function completes. For example

● While implementing trigger serialize method, it’s important to use the correct class name.

https://github.com/django/asgiref


The benefits

Reduced resource 
consumption

Reduction in the number of 
workers needed to run tasks 

during periods of high 
concurrency.

Resiliency against 
restarts

Deferred tasks will not be 
set to a failure state if a 

triggerer needs to be 
restarted due to a 

deployment or infrastructure 
issue.

Event-based DAGs

The presence of asyncio in 
core Airflow is a potential 

foundation for 
event-triggered DAGs.



When to use deferrable operators
We can create Async operators for the "sync-version" of operators that do some level of polling (take more 
than a few seconds to complete)

For example, we won't create an async Operator for a BigQueryCreateEmptyTableOperator but will create one 
for BigQuerylnsertJobOperator that actually runs queries and can take hours in the worst case for task 
completion

● File system based operations
● Network-backed operations
● Time taking task which can be executed async
● DB based operations like executing long running query in async operations
● Poke operations
● Any I/O bound task



The operators are drop-in replacements for non-Deferrable operators, 
meaning that you only have to change the import statements in your 
DAGs to begin using them.

from astronomer.providers.amazon.aws.sensors.s3 import S3PrefixSensorAsync as S3PrefixSensor

Package Astronomer Providers contains 24 Async Operators/Sensors that 
are publicly available. For more information, see the CHANGELOG in 
astronomer-providers.

Astronomer’s Deferrable Operators

https://github.com/astronomer/astronomer-providers/blob/main/CHANGELOG.rst#100-2022-03-01
https://github.com/astronomer/astronomer-providers/blob/main/CHANGELOG.rst#100-2022-03-01


Guide to implement your deferrable operator with 
astronomer-providers repository as an example to start 
with.

https://github.com/astronomer/astronomer-providers


References for useful concepts and libraries: 
Concurrency, Python asyncio

- https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1484237419494838272.html
- https://redis.com/blog/async-await-programming-basics-python-examples/
- https://realpython.com/async-io-python/

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1484237419494838272.html
https://redis.com/blog/async-await-programming-basics-python-examples/
https://realpython.com/async-io-python/


Questions?



Thank you :)


